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A B S T R A C T

For an extensive decarbonization of district multi-energy systems, efforts are needed that go beyond today’s
cogeneration of heat and power in district multi-energy systems. The multitude of existing technical possibilities
are confronted with a large variety of existing multi-energy system configurations. The variety impedes the
development of universal decarbonization pathways. In order to tackle the decarbonization challenge in
existing and distinct districts, this paper calculates a wide range of urban district configurations in an extensive
co-simulation based on domain specific submodels. A district multi-energy system comprising a district heating
network, a power grid, and cogeneration is simulated for two locations in Germany with locally captured
weather data, and for a whole year with variable parameters to configure a power-to-heat operation, building
insolation/refurbishment, rooftop photovoltaic orientation, future energy demand scenarios, and district sizes
with a temporal resolution of 60 s, in total 3840 variants. The interdependencies and synergies between the
electrical low-voltage distribution grid and the district heating network are analysed in terms of efficiency and
compliance with network restrictions. Thus, important sector-specific simulations of the heat and the electricity
sector are combined in a holistic district multi-energy system co-simulation. The clearly most important impact
on emission reduction and fuel consumption is a low heat demand, which can be achieved through thermal
refurbishment of buildings. Up to 46% reduction in CO2 emissions are possible using the surplus electricity
from photovoltaics for power-to-heat in combination with central heat storage in the district’s combined
heat and power plant. Domestic hot water heated by district heating network in combination with power-
to-heat conversion distributed in the district reduces the load on the distribution power grid. Even though the
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investigated measures already improve the sustainability significantly, providing the energy needed for the
production of synthetic fuels remains the crucial challenge on the further path towards net-zero.
Nomenclature

MGT Micro gas turbine
CHP Combined heat and power plant
PtH Power-to-heat
PV Photovoltaics

1. Introduction

Combined heat and power in conjunction with a district heating
network is a well-known way of efficiently supplying heat and electrical
power. However, heat as a large part of private energy consumption is
still often generated by burning fossil fuels. Due to the dependence on
fossil fuels and the emissions inherent in the system, further improve-
ments of district heating networks are clearly needed and are therefore
increasingly being investigated [1–3].

For the decarbonization of the energy system, electricity is seen as
the major driver [4] and will be generated in even greater quantities
in the future at low cost from sunlight, among other sources [5].
PV is an important source of energy available within residential ar-
eas. Its fluctuating nature can, however, become challenging for the
electrical grids [6]. Thus, measures that avoid transmission and use
local storage options enable an increased local PV deployment [7]. For
the integration of PV, district multi-energy systems are of particular
interest, as the high thermal inertia of water and the resulting flex-
ibility of heat storage provide low-effort on-site integration support
when surplus PV power is converted into heat. For existing districts
and infrastructure, the attributed endeavour of infrastructural recon-
struction requires customized solutions. Technical solutions to reach
carbon neutrality in districts are vast. Every single measure, yet, has
an influence on the complex system. Besides the intended reduction
of emissions, the resource demand changes. Efficiency, autarky, and
operational stability are also directly affected. The present contribution
quantifies the impacts of single measures in respect to sustainability
aspects. A quantification is an essential requirement for a holistic im-
pact assessment. Therefore, in this contribution a district multi-energy
system is analysed in various configurations varying structural system
conditions, construction measures, and future trends. The presented
work is a simulation-based study to analyse the cross-sectoral impact
of different options and configurations on the sustainability, resources,
and efficiency of future district multi-energy systems. The focus is
on multi-energy systems at district level according to [8]. It is as-
sumed that the district itself already exists with inhabited buildings and
surrounding infrastructure comprising a stand-alone district heating
network with mini CHP and an electrical distribution grid. As a low-
threshold measure, it is assumed that rooftop PV is already installed on
all buildings. In the selected geographical location of Central Europe,
the days with high PV generation are mainly between spring to autumn.
Heating of buildings is mainly needed during the cold and less sunny
winter months.

Table 1 gives an overview of scenario parameters under consid-
eration. These can be divided into the three categories: construction
measures, structural conditions, and future trends. First, construction
measures are investigated. On the building side, various insulation
states, and methods for domestic hot water supply (by district heating
network or electrical) are considered. As an important cross-sectoral
technology for district multi-energy systems, the integration of power-
to-heat is extensively investigated. The influence of power-to-heat on
2

selected key performance indicators is considered in a decentralized
variant with power-to-heat units within the buildings, and in a cen-
tralized variant with energy conversion in the CHP by means of di-
rect electric heating. All these construction measures avoid long-term
disruptions in every-day life caused by huge reconstructions.

Second, different structural conditions are taken into account. The
district multi-energy system is modelled in two district sizes, each at
two exemplary locations in Germany, and each with two different
building roof orientations, which influences the shape of the generation
profiles and the amount of PV generation.

Third, as possible future trends, implementing air conditioning and
inner-city mobility with individual BEVs are considered.

The novelty of this work is the creation of comparability between
a high number of parameter variations using extensive, high-detailed
simulations developed by domain experts and considering a full year. In
order to cover interdependencies, impacts, and cross-sectoral synergies
between the different sectors, the representation of simultaneity is
ensured by using a high temporal resolution. The energy consumption
is modelled in spatial resolution of the individual buildings. Additional
efforts in order to achieve net-zero are calculated.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 gives
a literature overview on decarbonization studies with integration of
renewable energy sources at district level using power-to-heat. Sec-
tion 3 comprises the simulation-based method and details about the
developed simulation models and the used software. It starts with an
introduction of the parameter set for all variations under consideration
in Section 3.1, which is referenced in the remaining sections. The
results are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Finally,
this work is concluded in Section 6.

2. District multi-energy systems using the flexibility of heat for
the integration of renewables

The integration of renewable energy sources in district energy sys-
tems is both a challenge and an opportunity. Dense cities need to
import a lot of energy. However, heating in urban areas can also
provide additional flexibility to the environment, thereby damping
fluctuations in renewable energy generation. The expansion of multi-
energy systems for the integration of renewable energy resources needs
to study operational details already during the planning phase [9].
To this end, simulation is the method required (Section 2.1) which is
applied in various application cases (Section 2.2).

2.1. Simulation as a predestinated method

The different behaviour of connected energy forms in multi-energy
systems provides flexibility and allows to mitigate fluctuations be-
tween energy generation from volatile energy resources and energy
demand [9]. Photovoltaics as a renewable energy source that is locally
available even in dense urban areas is highly volatile. At the same time,
space heating and domestic hot water are locally available flexibility
options [7]. Heat and power cogeneration in combination with district
heating systems is a well established concept [2,10] with established
methods and models, but is facing new challenges [11]. The integration
of highly volatile renewable energy resources requires a high temporal
resolution in order to represent matching between energy demand and
supply sufficiently [12].

In contrast to optimization approaches where the system is con-
trolled for an optimized operation according to one specific objective
function (e.g. cost minimization), the present contribution aims to
examine a range of impacts represented by different sustainability
indicators. Many scenario configuration variables have to be varied and
therefore require a simulation approach that is not optimized for one

specific configuration.
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Table 1
Considered scenario parameters for district multi-energy systems in this work.

Category Scenario parameters under consideration

Construction measures Building insulation
Domestic hot water supply
Power-to-heat integration

Structural conditions Location
Roof-PV orientation
District size

Future trends Dissemination of mobility with battery electric vehicles
Dissemination of air conditioning
Fuel decarbonization

2.2. Case studies

The arrangement of district multi-energy systems and thus also
accompanying challenges and research questions can be very different.
In traditional district multi-energy systems, the energy flow starts from
a gas network and an electricity grid at the system boundaries and
reaches the end use of heat and electricity through one or more of
the many different possible conversions [13]. Evolving residential PV
generation poses new challenges to distribution grid capacity (see [6,
7]), but district heating systems can provide the required flexibility by
using power-to-heat on site. The remaining fuel demand in the district
heating systems is in turn reduced by power-to-heat.

Power-to-heat and the associated interdependencies in district
multi-energy systems have been investigated by several case-studies.
Table 2 shows case studies of district or regional energy systems consid-
ering the integration of renewable energy resources and power-to-heat.
Some studies [7,14,19] use cost minimizing optimization methods,
the others use simulation-based approaches. The presented works con-
sider district multi-energy systems including power and heat. Most of
them [6,7,14–17,19–21] consider the integration of renewable energy
resources as wind power and PV for heating. Cross-sectoral effects need
the consideration of both the electrical and the heat side. Restrictions
in the low-voltage distribution grid are particularly considered by [6,
7,15].

The very different locations complicate direct comparisons. Differ-
ent climatic conditions influence both the demands and the generation
of renewable energy. The studies [19,21] also consider cooling in their
multi-energy system.

Salpakari et al. [14] present a case-study for the integration of
renewable energy sources into the district heating system of Helsinki.
As renewable energy resources, city-near wind power and PV are
considered. Note that PV generation is low at the high latitude of
60◦ North compared to other regions and the number of daylight
hours is extremely different between summer and winter. The high
availability of wind power makes this study very site specific. The
energy system uses power-to-heat (heat pumps and electric boilers)
in combination with thermal storage and demand side management
as flexibility options. Power-to-heat achieves a share between 82%
and 93% of the total heat production. The focus of [14] lies on a
detailed economical investigation of possible configurations for energy
conversion measures.

Widl et al. [15] consider a district with 135 buildings located in
southern Germany, 80% with rooftop PV. They compare ecological and
economical operational strategies for power-to-heat using simulation.
The multi-energy system consists of a district heating network with a
135m3 heat storage tank and a power grid. An electric boiler enables
the conversion of surplus power into heat. The district heating network
is a sub-network of a large city district heating in which heat can be
exchanged to an unlimited extent. This assumption allows to consider
the full power-to-heat capacity in the dedicated district. However,
scaling the results to the whole city district heating system requires
further research, since the low heat demand in summer limits the
3

consumption and, thus, the power-to-heat capacity.
The studies [16,17] determine the potential of power-to-heat in
district heating networks as a flexibility measure for negative residual
loads. The renewable energy generation is not located within the
districts and needs transport capacities to the districts, which itself are
not modelled. Schweiger et al. [16] consider scenarios for the electricity
production development in Sweden. The national negative residual
loads for these scenarios and the flexibility options by power-to-heat
using electric boilers in the district heating systems are examined. The
impact of thermal heat storage, industrial waste heat, and years with
different weather conditions on the power-to-heat potential are deter-
mined. Remarkable is the consideration of combinations of measures
and their interdependencies. Depending on the scenario, between 59%
and 89% of the negative residual load could be used for power-to-
heat. However, the focus lies on the avoidance of negative residual
loads and covers only about 11% of the total annual heat demand
in Swedish district heating systems. Böttger et al. [17] determine the
corresponding power-to-heat potential for Germany. The potential is
simulated for the projected renewable energy generations in five-year
steps up to 2030. Heat storage is not considered. The authors identify a
power-to-heat potential between 37% and 42% of the negative residual
load in the year 2030. This corresponds to 9% of the assumed annual
district heating heat demand of 98.2 TWh.

Kontu et al. [18] examine the national potential for power-to-heat
using heat pumps in Finland’s district heating networks. Three different
sizes of district systems are considered and supplemented with heat
pumps in different capacities. They assume the heat supply by CHPs
and heat only boilers where the heat is generated by biofuel (base
load) and fossil fuels (peak load). The heat supply is supplemented
by additionally installed heat pumps and the economical potential
investigated at different electricity prices. Unfortunately, the results
for the different district sizes are not directly comparable, since small
district heating systems use heat only boilers for the heat supply, large
systems, in contrast, use more efficient CHPs.

The integration of the thermal flexibility in district multi-energy
systems from the economical control perspective is investigated by
Capone et al. [19]. The considered multi-energy system is located in
northern Italy and comprises thermal loads, cold loads and electricity
loads. Heat is generated by CHP, heat boiler, and heat pump. Electricity
is generated locally by PV and exchanged with the external grid.
The economical impact is determined in configurations with thermal
storage and demand side management up to 1 h anticipation. Due to the
high complexity of the optimization, the results for the complete year
are extrapolated from four representative days in different seasons.

Similarly, Fambri et al. [20] analyse the district heating operation
with additional power-to-heat in northern Italy. Power-to-heat plants
equipped with heat pumps can preheat the water in the return flow
or charge the thermal storage tank. The district multi-energy system
is simulated for one year in 15min time steps. An optimized operation
case provides flexibility to the electricity grid and achieves a reduction
of the renewable energy overproduction by 40%.

For the construction of new district heating networks, the operation
at low temperatures and additional heat pumps may be an option.
The fluid serves as thermal source for heat pumps located close to
the consumers [22]. The provided fluid temperature enables a high
coefficient of performance. Such a multi-energy system using a low-
temperature district heating and cooling network together with rooftop
combined photovoltaic solar thermal panels is simulated and analysed
for three European locations in [21]. The district heating and cooling
network connects seven buildings each with six housing units. Heat
supplied by the combined photovoltaic and thermal panels is used
for domestic hot water. A heat exchanger feeds heat into the district
heating network and cools the modules down at once. A heat pump
connected to the district heating network at its source side heats the
building.

Using the flexibility of heat is also possible, if no district heating

is available. However, the heat cannot be stored centrally for the
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Table 2
Overview of case-studies with the varied variable(s) under consideration. PtH: power-to-heat, TES: thermal energy storage, DSF: demand side flexibility, VRE: variable renewable
energy, PVT: photovoltaic-thermal collectors, HP: heat pump (for space heating), BEV: battery electric vehicle. Heat pumps used for power-to-heat in district heating networks are
listed under PtH.

Reference Technologies Wind PV Location Variations

Salpakari et al. [14] PtH, TES, CHP, DSF Yes Yes Finland VRE, TES, PtH, control
Widl et al. [15] PtH, TES No Yes Germany Control
Schweiger et al. [16] PtH, TES, CHP, waste heat Yes Yes Sweden VRE, PtH, TES, waste heat, weather
Böttger et al. [17] PtH, CHP Yes Yes Germany VRE
Kontu et al. [18] PtH, CHP No No Finland DHN size, electricity price
Capone et al. [19] PtH, TES, CHP, DSF No Yes Italy TES, DSM
Fambri et al. [20] PtH, TES, CHP Yes Yes Italy Control
Bordignon et al. [21] PVT, TES No Yes Finland, Germany, France Location
Rinaldi et al. [7] HP, DSF, PtH, el. storage No Yes Switzerland Building type, flexibility options, year
Gupta et al. [6] HP, BEV No Yes Switzerland PV, HP, BEV
whole district but needs to be stored locally in each building and
requires therefore smart grid communication infrastructure. Rinaldi
et al. [7] compare various flexibility options like storage, power-to-
heat (space heating and domestic hot water) or demand side response
in terms of their capability to support the integration of PV in Swiss
residential areas. The load shift of conversion into heat at times with
high PV generation increases the self-consumption and enables thus the
installation of more PV generation capacity.

Gupta et al. [6] consider the impact of heat pumps, battery elec-
tric vehicles (BEVs), and PV on the low-voltage distribution grids in
Switzerland. The model comprises 170,000 households and considers
the reinforcement of transformers and lines required for a stable op-
eration of the energy system in scenarios with different penetration of
PV, BEVs, and heat pumps. In the most aggressive penetration scenario,
14% of the transformer stations need to be rebuilt. However, exploiting
the flexibility of heat by shifting heat loads is not considered as a
flexibility option.

2.3. Research gap

All presented works investigate district multi-energy systems in
multiple configurations by varying one or little more configuration
parameters in order to attribute their impact. However, interdependen-
cies between multiple implemented measures can distort the result in
contrast to an isolated consideration (e.g. shown in [16] for storage
and waste heat). Furthermore, most publications consider either the
heat side or the power grid side in detail. However, for a deeper under-
standing of the interdependencies caused by power-to-heat, a detailed
modelling of both sides and their restrictions is required. Hence, in
order to cover the interdependencies of measures, of configurations,
and those between the heat and the power system, we use detailed
network models on both sides, vary multiple configuration parameters
and simulate all configurations.

3. Methodology

In order to enable an extensive analysis of impacts of the considered
measures towards more sustainability in district multi-energy systems,
we opt for a simulation-based approach (see Section 2.1).

Highly detailed technical models are essential for the planning and
operation of the future energy system [9,23]. Furthermore, as already
noted by Rinaldi et al. [7], energy system models including flexibility
need a sufficient granularity in order to represent synergies and enable
trade-offs.

The present contribution is built on highly detailed technical models
which are developed by domain experts that cooperated to advance
district multi-energy systems. As the methods differ in the concerned
domains, the district multi-energy system is composed of subsystem
models in a co-simulation. The variety of configurations is added to
4

the co-simulation as parameters.
Table 3
Overview of the varied parameters. Every meaningful combination of the eleven
parameters is simulated.

Pos. Parameter, associated values

(1) District
(1.1) District 16
(1.2) District 48

(2) Building type
(2.1) Old (year of construction 1960, not refurbished)
(2.2) Medium (year of construction 1990, not refurbished)
(2.3) Modern (year of construction 2015, not refurbished)
(2.4) Refurbished (year of construction 1960, fully refurbished)

(3) Power-to-heat operation mode
(3.1) No power-to-heat
(3.2) Peak shaving power-to-heat
(3.3) Surplus power-to-heat

(4) Power-to-heat location
(4.1) Distributed
(4.2) Central

(5) Domestic hot water supply
(5.1) District heating network
(5.2) Power grid

(6) Micro gas turbine fuel
(6.1) Natural gas
(6.2) Syngas
(6.3) Hydrogen

(7) Mobility
(7.1) No battery electric vehicles
(7.2) Battery electric vehicles (used for inner-city routes)

(8) Air conditioning
(8.1) No air conditioning
(8.2) Air conditioning

(9) PV configuration
(9.1) South, 40° inclination, 6.8 kW peak power
(9.2) East and west, 40° inclination, 6.8 kW peak power per roof side

(10) Location
(10.1) Berlin-Adlershof, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin
(10.2) Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

(11) CHP connection
(11.1) Transformer
(11.2) Inside

3.1. Considered configuration parameters

Due to many changeable parameters in the development of the
respective district energy system and the different accompanying im-
pacts, this contribution investigates a broad variety of parameter sets
by simulation. The basis of all considerations is a district multi-energy
system comprising a district heating network, a power grid, and a mini
CHP. An overview of all parameters and the associated values is given
in Table 3.

A total of 9216 variations would theoretically be possible by com-
bining all possible combinations of the measures, structural conditions,
and possible future trends. Redundant variations and such in which the
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Fig. 1. District overview. A district heating network (DHN) and a power grid connect all buildings. The heat is supplied by a CHP with heat storage tank and additionally by
power-to-heat centrally in the CHP or distributed in the buildings respectively. Electrical power is supplied by rooftop PV, in the CHP, and by import from the external grid. An
alternative electrical connection of the CHP is displayed light grey.
Fig. 2. Co-simulation setting. Previously simulated time series for heat demand, power demand, domestic hot water demand, and PV generation are used as input. These are fed to
the simultaneously simulated models of the energy networks, control and facilities. The arrows represent the information flow. For a detailed presentation of the modelled energy
flow between the simulators and subcomponents, see Supplementary Figure 1.
heat demand cannot possibly be covered due to the maximum power
limit of the heat supply are skipped. All remaining 3840 meaningful
variations are finally simulated.

The base scenario is varied in two district sizes (parameter (1))
at two locations (parameter (10)), with different roof orientations
(parameter (9)), and different configurations of the electrical power
grid (parameter (11)). The domestic hot water supply can be provided
by the district heating network or by the electrical power grid (pa-
rameter (5)). Parameters concerning measures are building insulation
(parameter (2)), additional power-to-heat facilities (parameter (4)),
the corresponding operation strategy (parameter (3)), and different
fuels for the heat supply (parameter (6)). To consider future changes
in lifestyle with impact on the energy system, scenarios with BEVs
(parameter (7)) and air conditioning (parameter (8)) are considered.

Obviously, there are many more possibilities with differently
equipped buildings. Due to the countless possibilities, this work mainly
simulates the extreme cases of fully or not equipped cases, which are
expected to have the greatest impacts. The scenario is varied in multiple
parameters for the base configuration, measures and future trends.

3.2. District energy system

In this contribution, a benchmark-district is considered in two sizes
(parameter (1)). The district is based on the DESTEST (District Energy
5

Simulation Test Procedure) district [24]. DESTEST forms a benchmark
to test and validate various simulation modules on urban-scale. In this
contribution, the layout of the DESTEST district heating network is used
since it provides a district reference case.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the modelled district. District 16 (1.1)
comprises the DESTEST network with 16 connected buildings and a
mini CHP. District 48 (1.2) is an extension of the network layout of
the District 16 case with overall 48 buildings. The scope is chosen to
achieve a balance between heat supply capability and heat demand
for various connected building heat demands (2). All buildings in the
investigated district are connected to the district heating network. In
addition, the electrical grid is also installed along the district heating
network layout and thus has the same size as the district heating
network.

The CHP is equipped with a MGT for power and heat cogeneration,
which is connected to a 50m3 heat storage tank. Additionally, the
conversion of electrical power into heat is possible using direct electric
heaters (parameter (4)) distributed to all buildings (4.1), or next to the
storage tank centrally in the CHP (4.2). In the central case, the required
electrical power for the heating is transmitted from the buildings PV
system via the electrical distribution grid to the CHP. In the alternative
distributed configuration, the heated fluid is transmitted via the return
pipes of the district heating network to the heat storage tank in the
CHP. The incoming fluid is heated to a target temperature of 95 °C by

power-to-heat in both configurations.
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The electrical low-voltage distribution grid is modelled according
to the structure of the district heating network consisting of two feed-
ers with eight households connected to each feeder. The cable type
NAYCWY 3 × 150/150 is used for the lines with a length of 108m
(300m for District 48 respectively) for each feeder. The households
are connected along each feeder via a NAYCWY 3 × 50/50 cable with
12m at each household connection. The medium voltage busbar of a
0.4 kV/20 kV transformer represents the slack bus with fixed voltage
magnitude of 1 p.u. and a voltage angle of 0◦. The CHP unit is directly
connected (parameter (11)) to the busbar of the transformer (11.1). In
an alternative setup, it is connected inside the grid (11.2) (see Fig. 1,
light grey displayed CHP in the centre).

3.3. Simulation interfacing and setup

The district multi-energy system simulation comprises multiple sim-
ulations of subareas. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the setting.

At first, coherent time series for heat, electricity, domestic hot
water, and PV generation are simulated using various tools (see Sec-
tion 3.6). The calculated profiles are only influenced by the weather
and the inhabitants’ behaviour, but not by the energy system itself and
can thus be simulated independently. The energy system is simulated
in a co-simulation, that is split into simulation modules for the district
heating network, the power grid, the MGT, and the power-to-heat
control. The simulation modules synchronize their state after each time
step. The division of the model content on the simulation modules is
carried out with regard to the software used for model development.

The simulation modules are very heterogeneous as is the associated
domain-specific software. Modelling the whole multi-energy system in
a single tool would require a disproportionate re-developing effort for
many models. In the literature, the use of one single tool for this
purpose is quite unusual [23]. The crucial benefit of co-simulations is
the possibility to combine different tools that are well-suited for the
respective purpose [15]. Most software tools provide a programming in-
terface, but the co-simulation standard Functional Mockup Interface [25]
is not supported comprehensively. Hence, the interfaces between the
simulations of the multi-energy system are specified comprehensively
from the semantic side (top layer), which describes the multi-energy
system’s configuration, to the individual simulation software adap-
tation (bottom layer) as introduced in [26]. Each single variable is
associated with a unit. The output variables are transferred after every
simulation time step to the central co-simulation master. From there,
the variables are distributed according to the configuration of the
co-simulation and converted into the target unit of the associated input.

The high computational effort accompanying the required sub-
hourly time series representation (see [9]) is met with high paralleliza-
tion and reuse of already calculated redundant simulation parts from
other variations.

3.4. General simulation time span and temporal resolution

The simulation setup is a trade-off between accuracy and compu-
tational effort. In order to cover the seasonality, a complete year is
simulated. The temporal resolution is oriented to the electrical side. The
scheduling of distributed renewable resources requires a sufficiently
high temporal resolution to avoid disturbing influences of aggrega-
tion [9,27,28]. For PV systems at district level, a temporal resolution
of 60 s is recommended by Bucher et al. [28]. In district multi-energy
systems, this resolution is very rarely applied; a temporal resolution of
one hour is more common [9,29].

The common method of reducing the computational effort using
representative time steps (see [9,19,30]) is not applicable, since the
intra-day heat storage behaviour is of utmost importance in power-to-
heat scenarios. Hence, the considered year is simulated completely in
full time series representation.

Therefore, a period of one year (July 2019 to June 2020) is simu-
6

lated in sub-hourly time series representation (according to [9]) with
a temporal resolution of 60 s for two geographical locations (see Sec-
tion 3.6).

3.5. Infrastructure simulation

The infrastructure simulations consist of the energy grid simula-
tions, and simulations of the intermediate cross-network facilities MGT
and direct electric heaters for power-to-heat conversion.

3.5.1. Grid simulations
The district heating network is modelled according to the network

layout (see Section 3.2) as a dynamic district heating network simu-
lation in Modelica®. The district heating network consists of different
components like distribution pipes, which are modelled as subcompo-
nents and later combined to form the district heating network simu-
lation model. The required subcomponent models are obtained from
the open source Modelica® library AixLib [31], which offers models
for building and district heating simulations. The dynamic pipe model
and the heat storage system are used from the AixLib model library.
The heat storage tank is connected to the flow line and to the return
line of the network and is supplied by the CHP and by distributed
power-to-heat via the return line.

The power grid is modelled using the PYPOWER-based open source
python tool Pandapower [32]. For performance reasons, the PYPOWER
case file is extracted from Pandapower. Then, in every simulation time
step, the current load and generation is updated in the PYPOWER
case file. The low-voltage distribution power grid is simulated by
a steady state AC power flow using PYPOWER, which is a Python
implementation of MATPOWER [33].

3.5.2. Cross-network facilities
The CHP simultaneously supplies both electrical power to the power

grid and heat to the heat storage tank which is connected to the district
heating network. The CHP contains a MGT of type AE-T100/Dürr CPS
with a maximum thermal power of 180 kW and a maximum electrical
power of 100 kW. While the conventional MGT operates with natural
gas, the DLR institute of combustion technology developed a range
of adapted burners that enable operation with various fuels [34–36].
The MGT is simulated with the MGTS3 in-house simulation tool [37]
with three different fuels (parameter (6)). Natural gas2 (6.1) is the
urrent standard. As carbon neutral alternatives syngas3 (6.2) and
ure hydrogen (6.3) are considered. To validate the developed model,
he real MGT is evaluated in terms of efficiency, fuel consumption,
nd emissions in an experimental setup [38]. For this, the MGT is
perated stably with gas mixtures from 100% syngas to 100% natural
as using one burner. Pressures, mass flows, and emissions are recorded
t various locations. The case of 100% hydrogen combustion is then
alculated numerically based on the previous model, which includes
etailed models to consider effects of changes in fuel gas composition.

Additionally, there is the possibility to convert surplus electrical
ower to heat using ideal direct electric heaters. In comparison to
eat pumps, direct electric heaters can be integrated in an existing
nfrastructure more easily and require little investment. The direct
lectric heaters within the single buildings in the distributed power-to-
eat generation configuration (4.1) are implemented in the Modelica®
odel of the district heating network (see Fig. 2). In the power-to-heat

onfiguration with one central direct electric heater located in the CHP
4.2), the power-to-heat controller calculates the mass flow required to
eat up the fluid with the given power to a given setpoint temperature.
he resulting mass flow rate is added to the mass flow rate coming
rom the MGT simulation and serves as an input for the district heating
etwork simulation.

2 Calorific value: 49.9MJ∕kg; gas mixture: 98.0 vol. % CH4, 1.6 vol. % C2H6,
0.4 vol. % C3H8

3 Calorific value: 7.4MJ∕kg; gas mixture: 32.0 vol. % H2, 32.0 vol. % CO,
18.0 vol. % CO , 18.0 vol.% N
2 2
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Fig. 3. The coherent co-simulation input time series consisting of PV, electrical, thermal, and domestic hot water profiles are calculated using weather data as input. For the
alculation of the load profiles the open-source tools LoadProfileGenerator (LPG) and TEASER are used.
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.6. Coherent time series for PV, heating demand, and electrical demand

Unfortunately, the availability of real measured time series compris-
ng PV, heating demand, and electrical demand for a whole district in
high temporal and spatial resolution is low. Therefore, the required

oad and generation profiles are generated synthetically.
Consumer load profiles and PV generation depend on the weather

nd the consumer’s behaviour. However, they do not depend on the
tate of the multi-energy system’s grids and are therefore calculated
ndependently.

The availability of extensive weather data is the base for coherent
ulti-energy system time series. This comprises temperature, wind,
ressure, humidity, long- and shortwave irradiation. The weather data
ere captured predominantly in weather stations (parameter (10))
f the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin in Berlin-Adlershof, Germany (10.
) and the Institute of Meteorology and Climate Research, Karlsruhe
nstitute of Technology in Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany (10.2).
ince the captured data sets are not complete, a weather data synthesis
sing other data sources is performed. Missing data due to outages
r not captured data are supplemented with measurements from the
earest weather station of the DWD Climate data centre [39] and ERA5
eanalysis data of the Copernicus Climate Data Store [40].

Fig. 3 shows the toolchain of the whole weather data and load
rofile synthesis. The weather station in Berlin-Adlershof is located
n the rooftop of a building. It is surrounded by a mix of industrial,
esidential, and school buildings. The weather station of the Karlsruhe
nstitute of Technology is located at Campus North about 10 km north
f Karlsruhe. The campus is surrounded by a forest.

On the base of the weather data, the time series for PV, electrical
ower demands, and thermal power demands are calculated. PV gener-
tion is calculated using the open source simulation tool pvlib [41]. All
V systems on the rooftops are assumed to have a peak power of 6.8 kW
er roof side. Two configurations (parameter (9)) are considered in the
imulation: in configuration (9.1), only the south-facing roof sides are
quipped with PV and in configuration (9.2), the buildings are rotated
y 90◦ and the east-facing roof sides as well as the west-facing roof
ides are equipped with PV. In total 13.6 kW peak power are installed
n configuration (9.2) compared to 6.8 kW in (9.1). In both cases, it is
ssumed that the roofs, respectively the modules, are tilted at a 40◦
7

ngle. All PV systems are assumed to be able to control their reactive
ower output in dependence on the active power output through the
nverters in accordance with the German grid code [42].

In order to obtain all required household load profiles, the open
ource software LoadProfileGenerator (LPG) [43] is used. It uses an
gent-based behaviour simulation model which allows to generate
arious types of coherent and plausible load profiles for individual
ouseholds. The model is based on the residents’ needs and does not
epend on calibration data. This makes the simulation highly customiz-
ble, one can e.g. easily add BEVs to a household. A set of common
erman households has already been predefined and validated (for
etails see [44]). Out of those, 16 households are selected in accordance
ith statistical data from the German statistical federal authority [45]

o form a representative set. As for the scenarios with BEV (parameter
7)), one BEV used for inner-city routes and one 3.7 kW charging station
er household is assumed (7.2).

The LPG receives the same temperature profiles as used for the PV
imulation and the heat demand simulation as input. As a result, the
PG delivers separate time series for each household. The time series
omprise electrical power demand and domestic hot water demand as
ell as information on the heat emissions from residents and electrical
evices. PV and load profiles serve directly as inputs for the district
o-simulation. For the power calculation of the warmed up domestic
ot water, a temperature increase of 30K is assumed. These domestic
ot water power profiles are added depending on parameter (5) to the
hermal demand profiles (5.1) or to the electrical demand profiles (5.2).

The heat demand of buildings in districts can vary as the buildings
iffer in shape, year of construction, or type of usage, which leads
o individual heat demands. Therefore, various building types with
ifferent years of construction and refurbishment states are taken into
ccount (parameter (2)). These building types are adopted from typical
uildings of the German building stock, which are characterized and
arametrized in [46]. The following building types are parametrized:
ld (built in 1960) (2.1), Medium (1990) (2.2), Modern (2015) (2.
), and Refurbished (1960, fully refurbished) (2.4). However, the heat
emand of the parametrized building types not only depends on their
eometry, physics, and usage type, but also on boundary conditions
uch as weather conditions or heat input from occupants or electrical
evices. Therefore, weather data and heat emissions of inhabitants and
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Table 4
Key performance indicators used for the comparison of the impact in different scenarios.

Category Main indicator Auxiliary indicator

Description Symbol Unit

Climate change impact Direct carbon dioxide emissions CO2 t
Resource scarcity Fuel consumption FC t
Overall system efficiency Heat generation HG MWh
Degree of autarky Energy import from the external power grid EI MWh Energy export EE
Power quality Voltage not exceeded 95% of time at line end U95 p.u.
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electrical devices serve as input data for the simulation of the buildings’
heat demands (see Fig. 3).

The buildings are simulated, assuming different building types to
account for the different heat demands connected to the grid. The
setpoint for the room temperature is assumed to be 20 °C in active
state of the occupants and 18 °C in inactive state. The buildings are
modelled in Modelica® to generate specific heat demand profiles for the
buildings in the district using the TEASER modelling tool [47]. TEASER
creates building models in Modelica® based on a few required input
parameters such as building usage type, year of construction, class, or
building height. TEASER offers the possibility to use the building types
from [46] as an input to create building models making use of the
typical building types. In addition, the fully refurbished building type
is created in TEASER by setting the retrofit option presented in [46] as
an additional input parameter.

Air conditioning (parameter (8)) is considered as an optional fu-
ture trend. The thermal cooling demand profiles are calculated using
TEASER, as well. For the calculation of the corresponding electrical
load profiles, an air conditioning heat pump with a constant coefficient
of performance of 3 is assumed, for simplicity. The temperature setpoint
for air conditioning is chosen as 22 °C.

All the time series calculated by the PV simulation, LPG, and
EASER represent the base time series for the simulation. The co-
imulation input time series required for the infrastructure simula-
ions (see Section 3.5) are composed out of them according to the
orresponding parameter set of the selected variation.

.7. Grid operation

The heat demand in the district multi-energy system under consid-
ration has to be covered independently from external heat supplies.
or a flexible operation of the heat supply, the 50m3 heat storage

tank located in the CHP is used. Electrical power can be imported
from or exported to the external grid. The primary goal of the grid
operation is an efficient coverage of the heat demand. The heat demand
is covered by the heat-driven operated gas turbine and in dependence
on the simulated variation by additional power-to-heat. To keep the
results comparable for all configurations, the grid operation must not
be optimized for a specific configuration. This constraint is further
discussed in Section 5.1.

Three operation modes (parameter (3)) are implemented. An op-
eration without power-to-heat (3.1) serves as reference case. In the
operation mode peak shaving power-to-heat (3.2), the power injected by
he buildings exceeding 4.6 kW is converted into heat. In the surplus
ower-to-heat operation mode (3.3), all electrical surplus power is con-
erted into heat. Power-to-heat is deactivated if the water temperature
n the storage exceeds 90 °C on average.

The MGT is controlled with a PI controller in order to keep the
emperature in the top layer of the heat storage tank at 75 °C. The MGT
s turned off, as soon as the PI controller demands a thermal power
utput below 60 kW, as this is the minimum thermal output supported
y the MGT. It is turned on again, as soon as the temperature in the
8

op layer of the heat storage falls below 65 °C. l
.8. Key performance indicators

Sustainability science is an inter-disciplinary field considering in-
eractions between nature and society [48]. Environmental challenges
pan from climate change over biodiversity loss and land use to water
carcity [49]. It is not always possible to identify one ideal solu-
ion [50]. Thus, the evaluation is performed using several key per-
ormance indicators, each representing another sustainability impact
ategory.

Table 4 lists the key performance indicators calculated in the
resent contribution. As the decarbonization of the energy system is
otivated by the mitigation of climate change, Climate change impact

s selected as associated indicator and holds information on direct
arbon dioxide emissions by the respective multi-energy system under
nvestigation. Fuel consumption is covered by the indicator Resource
carcity, Overall system efficiency holds information on the heat gener-
tion within the investigated scenario. The Degree of autarky measures
he energy import from the external power grid, last but not least, Power
uality is a measure for the voltage not being exceeded 95% of the time,
technical indicator in the low-voltage distribution grid.

The selected key performance indicators represent the impact of
he energy system operation on sustainability from a technical point
f view. This result is an important part of a full life cycle assessment,
here the impacts of all steps between mining and recycling need to
e determined [51].

.9. Limitations, assumptions, and simplifications

General statements and quantification of impacts are difficult to
ake. The traditional energy system differs from country to country

nd even within a country. On the building side, there are districts
ith similar buildings and districts with heterogeneous buildings. The
resented simulation uses the same building type for all buildings
ithin one scenario. However, the four building types represent a
ide range of the German building stock and the corresponding heat
emands.

The current work considers two different locations in Germany
or the district energy system scenarios. In order to be able to make
ore general statements, meteorological test reference years consid-

ring climate input data would have been beneficial. Unfortunately,
he required high temporal resolution impedes the usage of test ref-
rence years as input data. Therefore, data from the recent past is
sed as input. Note that fluctuations between several years and an
ncreased temperature due to global warming are not considered in this
ontribution.

The same size of MGT is used for all variants. In some cases, the gas
urbine is significantly oversized, which results in suboptimal operating
ehaviour and could be replaced in practice by a smaller model to
mprove efficiency. Similarly, the heat storage tank has a fixed size and
s not dimensioned individually for each configuration.

The recorded shortwave irradiation time series, which serve as input
ata for the PV simulation, are only available for one point per location.
or this reason, the PV generation is the same for all buildings. The
esulting power at the busbars is however different, since the electrical

oad connected to the same busbar is individual.
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Table 5
Overview of accumulated simulated annual heat demand of the whole district in all configurations without and
including domestic hot water (DHW) preparation by district heating network.

Location (10) District (1) Building type (2) Accumulated annual heat demand in MWh

Without DHW incl. DHW

Berlin-Adlershof District 16 Old 697.8 766.2
Berlin-Adlershof District 16 Medium 364.7 433.1
Berlin-Adlershof District 16 Modern 194.2 262.6
Berlin-Adlershof District 16 Refurbished 150.2 218.6
Berlin-Adlershof District 48 Modern 586.0 786.3
Berlin-Adlershof District 48 Refurbished 453.9 654.1
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen District 16 Old 668.2 736.4
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen District 16 Medium 348.2 416.4
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen District 16 Modern 187.2 255.5
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen District 16 Refurbished 145.3 213.5
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen District 48 Modern 569.6 769.3
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen District 48 Refurbished 443.3 643.1
Fig. 4. Simulated heat demand incl. domestic hot water per day for an average over
all buildings at Berlin.

The PV simulation considers no shading of modules. All PV systems
are assumed to have the same configuration. As air conditioner a
conservative device with an efficiency class F according to EU Stan-
dards [52] with a seasonal energy efficiency ratio of 3 is assumed.

4. Results

The results of the most significant simulations are presented and dis-
cussed in this section. The key performance indicators (see Table 4) of
all conducted simulations are provided in the supplementary materials.

4.1. Building heat demand simulation

Parameters under consideration in this section:
(1) District
(2) Building type
(5) Domestic hot water supply
(10) Location

Fig. 4 depicts the simulated heat demand per day for District 16
1.1) at Berlin (10.1). The depicted demand includes the heat used for
pace heating and for domestic hot water heating (5.1). From intuition,
nd also visible in the figure it is obvious that old buildings have a huge
nnual heat demand. Table 5 provides the corresponding numbers for
he simulated conditions. The heat demand for old buildings amounts to
.6 times of that of refurbished and 3.6 times that of modern buildings
or the sum of buildings in the entire district. The two chosen locations
iffer by less than 5% in the calculated heat demand for respective
onfigurations in both cases, with and without domestic hot water. For
9

the sake of simplicity, all results in the following sections refer to the
location Berlin (10.1).

4.2. Power-to-heat

Parameters under consideration in this section:
(1) District
(2) Building type
(3) Power-to-heat operation mode
(4) Power-to-heat location
(5) Domestic hot water supply
(9) PV configuration

How to read the bar diagram in Fig. 5
For each combination of district size (1) and building type (2) a block
of twelve bars is displayed. The twelve bars represent all possible
combinations of the parameters (3), (5), (9) as displayed here. The
parameters are introduced in Table 3.

In this section, the impact of the power-to-heat operation modes (no
power-to-heat (3.1), peak shaving power-to-heat (3.2), surplus power-
to-heat (3.3)) is evaluated. Note, that electrical domestic hot water
heating is not considered as power-to-heat term in this context. Power-
to-heat and the conventional heat generation by the gas turbine are
closely related, since the share of power-to-heat influences the usage of
the gas turbine for heat generation. The comparison is conducted for a
natural gas fired MGT (6.1). Fig. 5 shows the annual heat generation by
the natural gas fired MGT and by power-to-heat calculated in various
configurations. Fig. 5(a) shows configurations with the distributed
installation of power-to-heat (4.1) and Fig. 5(b) configurations with
the central power-to-heat installation located in the CHP (4.2). We
vary the parameters (3) power-to-heat operation mode (reference case
no power-to-heat (3.1) [in blue], peak shaving(3.2) [in red], surplus
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Fig. 5. Annual heat generation by the MGT and by distributed (Subfigure (a)) and central (Subfigure (b)) power-to-heat (green) over the considered duration of one year at Berlin.
For each combination of building type and district size, the power-to-heat operation mode no PtH as reference case without power-to-heat, peak PtH where peak shaving of PV
injection is used for power-to-heat, and surpl. PtH where all surplus power from PV is converted into heat are simulated. In each case the heat generation by the MGT and by
power-to-heat is displayed for domestic hot water heating by district heating network (wh), and by power grid (wp). Of every pair of bars, each left bar shows the result for the
PV oriented south (s), while the right bar shows the results for the PV on the east and the west roofs (ew).
Fig. 6. Daily heat production by MGT (orange) and central power-to-heat (green) in District 48 in surplus power-to-heat operation mode at Berlin for east–west oriented PV. The
state of charge of the heat storage tank is indicated by the daily average temperature of the top layer (dashed red line, limited to 95 °C) and the average temperature of all layers
(dashed cyan line, limited to 90 °C). The dotted black line represents the heat demand.
(3.3) [in orange]), (5) domestic hot water supply (by heat grid (5.1)
[fully coloured bars], by power grid (5.2) [hatched bars]), and (9) PV-
orientation (south oriented PV roofs (9.1) [left bar of a pair], east and
west oriented PV roofs (9.2) [right bar of a pair]). This results in 12
combinations, see the explanation box. Additionally we marked the
shares of the end use heat demand and losses by a black bar. The green
areas depict the share of power-to-heat. On the x-axes each group of 12
bars is assigned to the chosen district size (1) and building type (2).

For the power-to-heat configurations (3.2) and (3.3), i.e. red and
orange bars, a reduction in heat supplied by the MGT (lower height of
bars subtracting the green area) is expected compared to the reference
case (3.1) [in blue]. This is achieved in all respective configurations.
However, the total heat generation (sum of MGT and power-to-heat)
is particularly in configurations with distributed power-to-heat (4.1)
and a high share of power-to-heat [orange–green bars in Fig. 5(a)]
significantly higher than in the reference case without power-to-heat
(4.1) [blue bars]. This results from the higher heat transport activity
in the distributed power-to-heat configuration (4.1). The heat needs to
be transported from the distributed direct-electric heaters to the central
heat storage tank and holds therefore greater losses due to transport in
comparison to the central power-to-heat configuration (4.2).

The heat losses accompanied by power-to-heat in comparison to
the reference case are exemplarily quantified for the configurations
with refurbished buildings (2.4) in District 48 (1.2) [right 12 bar
block]. Losses accompanied with power-to-heat are the share of the
green power-to-heat areas in Fig. 5 higher than the associated [blue]
reference case bar. In the distributed power-to-heat configuration (4.1)
(see Fig. 5(a)) in the surplus power-to-heat operation mode (3.3), the
share of power-to-heat that is lost in comparison to the associated
reference scenario is 34.2% for domestic hot water heating by district
heating network (5.1) and south oriented PV (9.1) (42.3% for east and
10
west oriented PV (9.2)). For domestic hot water heating by the power
grid (5.2) and south oriented PV (9.1), the losses are 45.0% (50.9% for
east and west oriented PV (9.2), respectively).

In contrast, the corresponding losses attributed to central power-to-
heat (4.2) (Fig. 5(b)) are only 5.4% (5.1, 9.1), 15.5% (5.1, 9.2), 16.2%
(5.2, 9.1), and 24.6% (5.2, 9.2).

Noteworthy in this context is an unexpected slightly reduced total
heat generation for cases in peak shaving operation mode (3.2) for dis-
tributed power-to-heat (4.1) [red–green bars in Fig. 5(a)]. The reason
is the dominating effect of power-to-heat conversion and heat demand
in the buildings at the same time with no need for heat transport via
the pipes. The corresponding diagrams for the location Eggenstein-
Leopoldshafen (10.2) are provided in Supplementary Figure 2. There,
the effects mentioned in the previous paragraphs occur as well. The
absolute values differ slightly due to the different heat demand.

We compare the daily heat production by a gas turbine and by
power-to-heat for the two cases domestic hot water heating by district
heating network (5.1) in Fig. 6(a) and domestic hot water heating by
power grid (5.2) in Fig. 6(b). This is done for the above discussed
configuration District 48 (1.2), Refurbished buildings (2.4), Central
power-to-heat (4.2), East–west oriented PV (9.2). The heat storage
tank average temperature is a measure for the state of charge. The
temperature indicates that the storage operates at a high level in
summer and, thus, limits the potential for power-to-heat. For domestic
hot water heating by electricity grid (Fig. 6(b)), there is hardly any
heat demand in summer and the stored energy remains mostly unused.
The relatively high difference between the heat generation and heat
demand in summer is remarkable. The reason is a minimal circulation
mass flow in the pipe network to avoid stagnant fluid. If domestic hot
water is heated by district heating network (Fig. 6(a)), the complete
heat demand for domestic hot water is covered by power-to-heat in
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Fig. 7. Voltage distributions for District 48, Refurbished buildings, and East–west PV between May 28th, 2020 and June 3rd, 2020 based on 10min average. Each line displays the
voltages that are not exceeded in the associated share of time. The power-to-heat operation modes peak shaving and surplus yield a significant voltage reduction for distributed
power-to-heat (Subfigure (a)). Supplementary Figure 3 depicts the voltage distributions in 0.01 granularity.
Fig. 8. Annual absolute power import (positive) and export (negative). Surplus power generated by the CHP or PV is exported to the external grid. The bars are displayed in
analogy to Fig. 5. Expectable changes caused by future trends such as dissemination of battery electric vehicles and air conditioning are provided in Supplementary Figure 5.
summer. Significant losses beyond the already known circulation flow
hardly occur.

In order to provide flexibility during all seasons, heat distribution
via the district heating network is required in all seasons. Especially
June to August are challenging, since the space heating demand is very
low in these months (see Fig. 6(b)). To exploit the large generation
in these high insolation months, it is necessary to provide the heat
for domestic hot water via the district heating network (5.1) and,
thus, profit from the flexibility of heat storage in combination with
power-to-heat.

4.3. Distribution power grid

Parameters under consideration in this section:
(3) Power-to-heat operation mode
(4) Power-to-heat location
(11) CHP connection

A high share of fluctuating energy sources in the distribution grid
s challenging for the power quality [6]. A high PV feed-in can cause
igh voltages at the line ends and a high line loading. According to
N 50160 [53], the voltage averaged over 10min shall stay within the
oltage band limits of 0.9 p.u. and 1.1 p.u. for 95% of the time within
ne week. Therefore, increasing PV feed-in on the district level is a
isk for the voltage stability. One measure tackling the problem with
ine overloading and overvoltage is feed-in curtailment to 70% of the
eak power. Consumption close to the power generation can lower the
oltage and thus prevent unnecessary cut-off.
11
Fig. 7 shows the voltage distribution in the electricity grid for
District 48 (1.2) with east and west oriented rooftop PV (9.2) and
domestic hot water heating by the district heating network (5.1) be-
tween May 28th 2020 and June 3rd 2020, the week with the highest
PV generation in the considered time span. The 1.00 curve shows
the overall maximum values, the 0.95 curve the voltage that is not
exceeded 95% of time, the 0.90 curve the voltage that is not exceeded
90% of time. Power-to-heat in peak shaving (3.2) or surplus (3.3)
operation mode reduces the voltage. In both operation modes, the 0.95
curve is significantly reduced for distributed power-to-heat (Fig. 7(a))
compared to central power-to-heat (Fig. 7(b)). Despite power-to-heat
positioning near to the PV modules in the distributed power-to-heat
configuration (4.1), the voltage is not reduced to a nearly constant
value, since the heat storage capacity is limited and power-to-heat
needs to be disabled if this limit is reached. Thus, the extent of thermal
demand must be taken into consideration if the capability to reduce the
voltage using distributed power-to-heat is investigated. Using a peak
shaving operation mode can sustain the storage capacity for PV feed-in
peaks. For this reason, the orange 1.00 surplus power-to-heat curve is
higher than the corresponding red peak shaving power-to-heat curve in
Fig. 7(a).

Apart from distributed power-to-heat units, the voltage could even
be reduced in a central configuration, if the power-to-heat unit would
be positioned further away from the transformer as marked in light
grey in Fig. 1. The voltage distributions for a central power-to-heat
configuration compared to power-to-heat located near the transformer
(11.1) and inside the electrical grid (11.2) are depicted in Supplemen-
tary Figure 4. However, changing the position of the CHP is barely
possible in already existing habitated districts due to limited flexibility
in the use of space.
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Fig. 9. Electrical residual load duration curves for the District 16 case at Berlin. The
summed load profiles over all 16 buildings are displayed in the base form and with
additional consumers for the scenarios with electric domestic hot water heating, air
conditioning (building type Medium), and BEVs. The PV generation for south oriented
modules is already subtracted from the summed load profiles.

All of the considered configurations meet the voltage band require-
ment. Nevertheless, slightly larger line lengths or district sizes may
violate the voltage requirement.

The power exchange with the external grid is displayed in Fig. 8.
The energy generated by cogeneration of heat and power dominates the
power export. Configurations with low power export show an increased
import demand due to less cogeneration.

4.4. Future trends: Dissemination of battery electric vehicles and air condi-
tioning

Parameters under consideration in this section:
(7) Mobility
(8) Air conditioning
(10) Location

The electrical demand increases in future due to electrification
f mobility and dissemination of air conditioning. The residual load
ithout any power-to-heat for both future trends is displayed in Fig. 9.
harging at home cannot be covered sufficiently by rooftop PV and
eeds additional imported power or power generated by the heat-
riven operated MGT. The annual energy demand for charging is
.485MWh on average per BEV. As visible in Supplementary Figure 5,
he additional load by BEVs charging at home is covered by local
eneration in a high share (compare the export with and without BEV
obility) in cases with no (3.1), or peak shaving (3.2) power-to-heat.

n these cases, the electrical power generated by the CHP is more fre-
uently available at night than in the surplus power-to-heat operation
ode (3.3) with generally less MGT operation. Air conditioning seems

o play a subordinate role as could already be anticipated from its low
dditional load visible in Fig. 9.

The average annual energy demand for air conditioning is 242 kWh
or a refurbished building (2.4) at Berlin (10.1) and 155 kWh at
ggenstein-Leopoldshafen (10.2). Drawing conclusions about future
cenarios need to be done carefully, since the climate conditions
ust be considered. The climate conditions will change in the future

nd already minor changes could cause a more frequent exceeding
f the selected 22 °C threshold by the room temperature compared
o the simulation using past weather recordings (see limitations in
ection 3.9).
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4.5. Carbon emissions and fuel demand

Parameters under consideration in this section:
(1) District
(2) Building type
(3) Power-to-heat operation mode
(4) Power-to-heat location
(5) Domestic hot water supply
(6) Micro gas turbine fuel
(9) PV configuration

Cogeneration of heat and power by an MGT is already an effi-
cient form of power generation. Nevertheless, burning fossil fuels is
accompanied by carbon emissions.

Fig. 10 shows the carbon dioxide emissions associated with the
configurations already introduced in Figs. 5 and 8 for natural gas
(6.1). A significant reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by 46%
is achieved for District 48 (1.2) with central power-to-heat (4.2) in
surplus operation mode (3.3), refurbished buildings (2.4), domestic hot
water heating by district heating network (5.1), and east–west oriented
PV (9.2) (compare the orange, shaded bar on the far right with the
associated red, shaded bar of the reference case without power-to-heat
in Fig. 10). The specific emissions related to the produced heat are
about 408 g∕kWh (thermal) and nearly the same in all configurations.
Note that this value does not take into account the simultaneous
electricity generation and is thus high compared to common gas boilers.
More details on emissions in relation to the demand are given in Supple-
mentary Figure 6. All configurations with two PV equipped roof sides
(east–west) and power-to-heat in operation emit less carbon dioxide
than the corresponding configurations with only one equipped roof side
(south). The demand for natural gas is strongly related to the carbon
emissions. The resulting fuel demand for all simulated configurations
is provided in the supplementary materials.

4.6. Energy system performance evaluation

Parameters under consideration in this section:
(1) District
(2) Building type
(3) Power-to-heat operation mode
(4) Power-to-heat location
(5) Domestic hot water supply
(9) PV configuration

Fig. 11 shows the performance of the considered energy system as
radar charts of the key performance indicators defined in Section 3.8
for District 16 (1.1). Figs. 11(a) to 11(d) show the impact on the key
performance indicators for all building types (2) and power-to-heat
operation modes (3). The magnitude is normalized to the maximum
indicator amplitude which is 332.2 t for indicator CO2, 121.3 t for fuel
consumption FC, 851.1MWh for heat generation HG, 80.8MWh for en-
ergy import EI, 617.9MWh for energy export EE. U95 is set to 0.033 p.u.
related to the overshoot of 1 p.u. in the annual average.

The indicators in the categories climate change impact (CO2) and
resource scarcity (FC) have a nearly linear relationship due to the MGT
being both the only emitter and the only fuel consumer in this scenario.
The impact of the buildings’ thermal insulation (2) on FC and CO2 is
enormous (compare old and refurbished buildings). Refurbishing has
no significant negative impact on other indicators apart from decreased
local electricity generation by reduced cogeneration. Power-to-heat
supplied by local PV has in contrast a significantly lower impact.
However, with power-to-heat in surplus operation mode, CO2 and FC

are already reduced by about 12% for old buildings (2.1) and south
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Fig. 10. Annual carbon dioxide emitted by the gas turbine for distributed and central power-to-heat at Berlin. The bars are displayed in analogy to Fig. 5. Emissions relative to
the demand are provided in Supplementary Figure 6.
Table 6
Annual energy demand to reach carbon neutrality by replacing natural gas with SNG in surplus operation mode for central power-to-heat,
refurbished buildings in District 48. For the production of 1 kg SNG an energy demand of 25 kWh is assumed.

Domestic hot water heating (5) PV orientation (9) SNG demand Energy for SNG Energy export Difference
t GWh GWh GWh

District heating network (5.1) South (9.1) 73.8 1.845 0.175 1.670
District heating network (5.1) East–west (9.2) 61.7 1.543 0.250 1.293
Power grid (5.2) South (9.1) 55.9 1.398 0.100 1.298
Power grid (5.2) East–west (9.2) 47.4 1.185 0.198 0.987
oriented PV (9.1). The peak shaving operation mode for power-to-
heat (3.2) makes only a significant difference for the east–west PV
configuration (9.2) where the power exceeds the threshold more often.
The east–west PV configuration compared to the south configuration
saves emissions for power-to-heat in peak shaving and surplus opera-
tion mode. The emission reduction potential is particularly pronounced
in the case of unrenovated old buildings. The electrical energy export
(EE) is composed of energy generated by PV and the one from MGT
cogeneration that is not consumed by local consumers or converted into
heat. Thus, a high share of heat generation by the MGT causes high EE.
A frequent operation of the MGT influences the voltage indicator U95
as well, but the considerable reduction by surplus power-to-heat (3.3) is
clear. Apart from that effect, the impact on the electrical energy import
EI is nearly inverted in relation to the other indicators. The reason for
this is also the cogeneration. A more frequent operation of the MGT can
cover the local electrical demand more often.

The district size has a significant influence on voltage distribution
and autarky (compare Figs. 11(d) to 11(e)). While the longer line length
in District 48 (1.2) increases the U95 indicator, the power import EI
is significantly reduced relative to the number of buildings. The main
reasons are the slightly higher thermal losses in the larger pipe network
(see Section 4.2) and thus an increased cogeneration of heat and power
in the CHP which accounts as a power source within the district. All
corresponding diagrams for District 48 are provided in Supplementary
Figure 7.

Fig. 11(f) shows configurations with electrical heated domestic hot
water for distributed power-to-heat and east–west oriented PV (9.2).
Compared to the cases with domestic hot water by district heating
(Fig. 11(d)), the heat generation and the impact on climate change and
fuel demand is reduced, but the energy import is increased very clearly.
Note that this power import can cause emissions outside the district
boundaries. Particularly in the summer time when the heat demand
for space heating is very low, domestic hot water heated by the district
heating network (5.1) can help to achieve a high self-consumption of
PV energy using heat storage and thereby increases the power-to-heat
potential and thus reduces U95.
13
4.7. Decarbonization of the remaining fuel demand with synthetic fuels

Parameters under consideration in this section:
(5) Domestic hot water supply
(6) Micro gas turbine fuel
(9) PV configuration

Replacing the fossil fuel with synthetic fuels is an easy measure to
implement, as it only affects the CHP. The additional energy demand
for the decarbonization of natural gas using synthetic natural gas (SNG)
and the energy demand for hydrogen production are calculated. Hy-
drogen as a means for energy storage can be converted into electricity
and heat with an overall efficiency of more than 90% with respect to
its energy content. However, when electricity transmission, electrolysis
efficiency and hydrogen transport are taken into account, about 50%
of the energy is lost in the process of providing hydrogen [54].

In Table 6, the annual electrical energy demand for a green produc-
tion of SNG and in Table 7 for hydrogen is shown. An energy demand
of 25 kWh∕kg for SNG and 74 kWh∕kg for hydrogen (including trans-
mission, electrolysis, and transport losses) is assumed (see [54]). Even
in the most beneficial configuration, there is a need for nearly 1GWh
in addition for SNG and 1.2GWh for hydrogen to the surplus power
assigned for power export. East–west PV configurations with modules
on both sides of the roof reduce the demand for fuel considerably. Fuel
demand is also lower for domestic hot water heated by power grid,
but the associated higher electricity import (see Section 4.6) requires
considerations of energy generation across district borders.

The enormous additional energy demand required for the produc-
tion of synthetic fuels needs a trade-off between additional energy
generation capacity outside and efforts for further measures inside the
district.

5. Discussion

The present contribution provides a multiplicity of parameter sets in
order to capture the relation of indicator magnitudes in different impact
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Fig. 11. Key performance indicators CO2 emissions (CO2), fuel consumption (FC), heat generation (HG), electrical energy import (EI), electrical energy export (EE), line end
voltage (U95) from Table 4 for selected configurations. The values are normalized to the associated maximum occurring value.
Table 7
Annual energy demand to reach carbon neutrality by gas turbine operation with hydrogen in surplus operation mode for central power-to-heat,
refurbished buildings in District 48. For the production of 1 kg hydrogen an energy demand of 74 kWh is assumed.

Domestic hot water heating (5) PV orientation (9) H2 demand Energy for H2 Energy export Difference
t GWh GWh GWh

District heating network (5.1) South (9.1) 30.6 2.264 0.179 2.085
District heating network (5.1) East–west (9.2) 25.6 1.894 0.255 1.639
Power grid (5.2) South (9.1) 23.2 1.717 0.103 1.614
Power grid (5.2) East–west (9.2) 19.2 1.421 0.202 1.219
14
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categories. With this, it is possible to assess the impact of design or
development decisions for district multi-energy systems.

5.1. Implications for the further development

In the holistic consideration of all analysed district configurations,
measures, and future trends, a reduction of the heat demand caused
by modernization of buildings in combination with rooftop PV instal-
lation promises the highest decarbonization impact. The combination
allows for achieving a considerable share of renewable heat genera-
tion using power-to-heat and heat storage. However, interdependencies
complicate general statements. Power-to-heat conversion enables the
flexibility of heat storage to be used for locally generated PV energy.
A high PV feed-in increases the voltage in the low-voltage distribution
grid. This undesirable effect can be mitigated by distributing the power-
to-heat conversion boilers in the district. This in turn increases the heat
flow and implies higher losses. Converting as much PV energy into
heat as possible is most effective for reducing fossil fuels in winter.
In summer, large PV installations might undergo curtailment as that
much heat generation is not needed. In contrast, operating power-to-
heat in a peak-shaving mode reduces the peak voltages more reliably
but demands more fuel. An important factor to enhance the power-to-
heat capacity in summer is to heat domestic hot water by the district
heating network.

The present contribution operates the system in a comparable man-
ner for different configurations. Once the final design is established,
more specific circumstances offer operational optimization potential. A
case-specific optimized operation of the MGT and power-to-heat con-
sidering the local circumstances may enhance the system performance.
This operation strategy needs to distinguish the seasons in order to find
a trade-off between peak shaving and surplus operation mode in order
to increase the sustainability and sustain a feasible voltage level. This
includes to consider an appropriate time horizon for the heat storage
and calculate forecasts for heat demand and PV generation.

The dissemination of battery electric vehicles used for inner-city
routes benefits from the cogeneration of the CHP. The impact of an
extensive usage of battery electric vehicles for long distances is subject
of further research. The still high amount of exported energy promises
further self-consumption potential. However, a detailed analysis is
required for a reliable statement.

Replacing fossil fuels with synthetic fuels can be implemented cen-
trally in the CHP without measures in the buildings. However, the
enormous additional energy demand needed for the production of syn-
thetic fuels requires a trade-off between additional energy generation
capacity outside and efforts for further measures within the district.

5.2. Impact of extensive PV deployment

An extensive PV equipment of the available roofs is assumed in this
contribution, since PV is an energy source that is available in residential
areas close to the consumers. Assessments in terms of sustainability,
feasibility, and economy can vary due to geographical circumstances.
Today’s glass-backsheet PV modules produced in the EU possess a
global warming potential (GWP100) of 480 kg CO2 equivalents per kW
peak power [55]. These emissions are already saved with the presented
46% emission reduction by power-to-heat in surplus operation mode in
2.2 a. The levelized cost of energy of PV on small roofs was below 0.11e
per kWh in 2021, on large roofs below 0.11e per kWh [56], which is
even competitive with gas prices.

A high PV feed-in on sunny days can cause issues in the low-
voltage distribution grids which are avoided by curtailment. District
multi-energy systems help to unlock the flexibility of heat for the PV
generation. If the space available for PV is limited anyway like in urban
areas, a highly efficient utilization of the available energy is required.
A high degree of cross-sectoral autarky should be the goal in order to
relieve the power grid and reduce the tremendous demand for carbon
15
neutral fuels. The expected drastic increase in deployment of rooftop
PV [57,58] will not only challenge the load of the distribution power
grids [6] but also the supply capacity for PV system components (flat
glass, silver, aluminium, electronics etc.) [59].

5.3. Comparison with related studies

The studies [14–17] presented in Section 2.2 use a comparable
system configuration to the present one.

Salpakari et al. [14] achieve over 80% heat generation with power-
to-heat for the years 2013 to 2015. The most comparable case in the
present contribution is central power-to-heat (4.2) in surplus operation
mode (3.3). We achieve between 21% for old buildings (variation
ID 1192 in the supplementary materials) and 53% for refurbished
buildings (variation ID 1198). The main differences to Salpakari et al.
are the power-to-heat technology and the renewable sources. Salpakari
et al. [14] use heat pumps with a coefficient of performance of 3 in a
magnitude of 50% of the nominal renewable power and electric boilers
for the rest. We use only the cheaper but less efficient electric boilers.
The renewable energy sources used in [14] are mainly 500 offshore
wind turbines near to the coast of Helsinki and a little share of PV in
summer while we consider only PV. The very different geographical
circumstances show that it is not possible to find general solutions and
there is a need to either consider a specific configuration for a selected
location or to consider a broad range of possible configurations.

The potential of power-to-heat in districts to reduce the negative
residual load on a national scale is determined by Schweiger et al. [16]
and Böttger et al. [17]. Schweiger et al. [16] calculate 11% for Sweden
in the year 2050 and Böttger et al. [17] 9% for Germany in the year
2030. The high differences compared to the closed area considerations
in this contribution and in [14] show the huge demand to use the
potential of locally available energy sources in order to decarbonize the
heating sector. However, PV-dominated district multi-energy systems
can expect to receive renewable energy from the national scale in windy
times.

Widl et al. [15] compare different operation strategies for power-to-
heat. The buildings are equipped with 11.9 kW peak power PV modules
on average. Although the exact roof configuration has some influence,
it is of a similar magnitude to the east–west configuration (9.2) with
6.8 kW peak power on each roof side. The heat demand of the buildings
n [15] lies between the heat demand of the medium (2.2) and the
ld (2.1) building type in this contribution. Power-to-heat reduces the
emand for imported heat in [15] between 14.5% for an economical
peration and 25.6% for an eco-friendly operation. We achieve a
eduction of heat generated by the MGT by 20.9% for the old building
ype in surplus operation mode at Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen (distance
o [15] less than 140 km) and 31.5% for medium type buildings. This

result is comparable to the ecofriendly operation in [15] and supports
their result.

5.4. Strengths and weakness of the method

The results presented here and in the supplementary materials allow
a comparison of measures in many combinations for the expansion of
existing district multi-energy systems. In order to reach a certain degree
of comparability, we have chosen to simulate a standard district [24],
see Section 3.2. As Saelens et al. [24] notice, the small district with
16 buildings needs to be scaled in order to represent typical district
sizes. Due to the maximal thermal power of the MGT of 180 kW, the
results can be related to small districts but not on a city scale. The
same MGT is used for all configurations. On the one hand, this provides
good comparability, but on the other hand it does not exploit the
potential for an optimally dimensioned MGT. As the simulated district
multi-energy system is a benchmark that is not available in reality,
the validation needs to be performed on components level. The grid
models are modelled using base components (e.g. lines and pipes) of the
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established libraries AixLib and Pandapower (see Section 3.5.1). The
gas turbine model is verified by measurements (see Section 3.5.2) and
the electrical load profiles using plausibility checks and comparisons of
annual energy consumption and load duration curves [44]. The results
of the PV and heat demand profile simulations strongly depend on the
weather data input.

We have taken into account the diversity of the individual districts
by means of parameter sets (see Section 3.1) that describe different
construction measures, structural conditions, and future trends. To the
best of our knowledge, the extent of 3840 simulated configurations in a
high resolution has not been achieved by previous works in this context.
Nevertheless, the number of simulated parameter values in each config-
uration parameter is limited. The configurations for PV, building types,
and power-to-heat are selected in order to show the range of the simula-
tion results and the potential for the single measures. Existing buildings
in a real district are usually very heterogeneously equipped and their
results might be in between the associated simulated homogeneous
configurations.

Modelling a specific neighbourhood with differently equipped build-
ings achieves a very high significance of the results under the given
conditions, but the diversity of neighbourhoods lowers the general-
izability. The simulation results for the same setups and within the
same considered time span at two different locations are very similar.
Significantly differing climatic conditions like in other geographical
regions, variability between the years, or those resulting from extensive
global warming are not covered in this contribution.

The availability of weather data is crucial as they are input data for
the load simulations. The PV simulation in particular requires short-
wave irradiation data in a high temporal resolution (see Section 3.4).
Unfortunately, it was not possible to receive all required measurements
without gaps in a sufficiently high temporal resolution for both loca-
tions. Hence, we use high-resolution meteorological recordings from
research weather stations and complement gaps and missing quanti-
ties from other sources. The present simulation uses measurements of
the thermal radiation for Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen and ERA5 forecast
data [40] for Berlin. We suppose a slight underestimation and, thus, a
slight overestimation of the heat demand in the urban environment of
Berlin.

The time span from July 2019 till June 2020 is selected for weather
data availability reasons. Multi-year outlooks could achieve an in-
creased long-term representativeness, but limited availability of long-
term recordings without gaps impede that.

Unfortunately, the temporal resolution of the weather data captured
at Berlin is reduced from 1min to 10min between January 2020 and
June 2020 due to a logging issue. This issue mainly influences the PV
simulation and subsequently also the power grid simulation. An estima-
tion of the issue’s impact is difficult, since the error magnitude depends
on the sky conditions and mainly affects the power peaks (see [60]).
This should affect possible overshoots of the power-to-heat threshold
in the peak shaving operation mode (3.2) and the voltage indicator
U95. Since the differences in the respective indicators between the two
locations (10) are low, the temporary reduction of the Berlin weather
data’s temporal resolution is not classified as a major issue.

5.5. Future research potential

The investigated multi-energy system is considered within the dis-
trict’s boundaries. The interaction with the neighbourhood and envi-
ronment is represented by power imports and exports as well as emis-
sions and fuel consumption. In the present contribution, the accounting
of power import and power export does not take the availability
of other renewable energy sources like wind or hydropower in the
wider surroundings into account. At the time of low availability of
renewables, other districts in the neighbourhood with electrical heating
16

technologies may benefit from the cogeneration of heat and power.
In order to increase the efficiency of the district heating network,
various design adjustments could be considered in further studies.
In the considered distributed power-to-heat configuration (4.1), the
heat losses in the return pipes are relatively high while the heat is
transported to the central heat storage tank. The electricity converted
into heat could be stored on-site by installing decentralized buffer
storage tanks within the buildings.

Heat pumps can achieve a higher supply efficiency which depends
on the temperature level of the system and are already used for power-
to-heat in a district heating network by Salpakari et al. [14]. However,
heat pump systems are more complex and expensive than direct electric
heaters. Therefore, the higher operation efficiency must be weighed
against higher investment by considering the annual power-to-heat
operation.

In this contribution, the immediate consumption of locally gen-
erated PV electricity is assumed. An additional consideration of bat-
tery storage would cause conflicting objectives which decrease the
assignability of occurring impacts. Hence, a supplementation by de-
mand side response, or battery storage which would increase self-
consumption and, thus, autarky is not considered. However, compared
to the roughly estimated heat storage capacity of 2.3MWh of the
50m3 heat storage tank, today’s common battery storage capacities
would only account for a fraction. Shared battery storage options for
the district could be a resource-saving approach, but operation for
the good of community is challenging since the peoples’s attitudes
differ in different societies [61]. In the case with already available
battery electric vehicles, bidirectional vehicle-to-grid concepts [62] can
provide a resource efficient battery storage, but the operation requires
smart grid communication infrastructure. A deeper investigation in this
context remains a research topic.

The low heat demand and high PV injection in summer limit the
capability for self-consumption of surplus PV. Depending on local
circumstances seasonal thermal energy storage can provide long-term
storage. Seasonal thermal energy storage is beneficial when there are
several weeks or months between the occurrence of energy surplus
and energy demand. In general, seasonal heat storage in district ap-
plications requires much larger storage capacities (few hundred MWh
to GWh) than buffering heat for a couple of days. The geographic re-
quirements need obviously very site specific analyses. In the considered
district, a seasonal thermal energy storage would displace the MGT
and thus reduce electricity generation. The heat pump would increase
the electricity consumption. For a quantification and evaluation of
these effects, the integration of a seasonal storage into the district
multi-energy system model is required.

Furthermore, locally available prioritized heat sources like waste
heat (see [63,64]) reduce the fuel demand, but can also reduce the
power-to-heat potential as shown by Schweiger et al. [16] and need
therefore to be integrated in the simulation.

Finally, the convenience of the simulated loads and generation and
thus also weather input data is of utmost importance. Hence, future
works should carefully select the data sources in order to cover a
suitable observation time span and get feasible load and generation
profiles. A detailed examination of data sources and data syntheses for
suitability could facilitate this selection.

6. Conclusion

The presented simulation and comparative analysis gives an
overview on the effect of different measures for existing multi-energy
systems to reach more sustainability. PV as a renewable energy source
in residential areas is considered in terms of a high exploitation to cover
the demands for electricity, heat, and domestic hot water supply.

Highly detailed simulation models are performed to achieve a ben-
eficial integration of PV in a cross-linked interaction of the district

heating network and the power grid with power-to-heat.
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In the holistic consideration of all analysed district configurations,
measures, and future trends, a low heat demand caused by mod-
ern buildings or refurbishment of existing buildings in combination
with high PV equipment promises the highest decarbonization impact
and enables a considerable share of renewable heat generation using
power-to-heat and heat storage. Small measures like power-to-heat,
that can be implemented faster than building refurbishment, already
contribute to the reduction of emissions, but further efforts remain
towards net-zero.

Supplementing the existing fossil heat generation with power-to-
heat reduces the carbon dioxide emissions by up to 46%. Power-to-heat
is a cross-sectoral link between the power grid and the district heating
network and unlocks the heat flexibility to the power side. A distributed
power-to-heat configuration allows to reduce the voltage in the distri-
bution grid significantly when the PV feed-in is high. This, in turn, is
associated with higher distribution losses on the heat side. The power-
to-heat capacity is limited by the heat demand. Heating the domestic
hot water by district heating network is identified as an important
measure in order to use the heat flexibility in the months with a high
PV generation.

In order to fully decarbonize the heat supply, synthetic fuels can
be used instead of natural gas. To achieve climate neutrality via using
synthetic fuels, at least 987MWh of additional electrical energy per year
is required for the 48 buildings district.

Individual conditions in district multi-energy systems need individ-
ual measures in order to achieve a sustainable energy supply. This
contribution shows the effect of the single steps towards this goal for a
multiplicity of configurations.
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